INTRODUCTION
Let A be a non-emptyfinite set, called alphabet. A + (respectively A*) is thefree semigroup (respectively free monoid) generated by A. Eléments of A* are called words. The empty word in A* is denoted by X (the identity of ^4*). The concaténation of two words x, y is denoted by xy. The length of a word x is denoted by | x \. Let ~ be an équivalence relation on A*. For xeA* we dénote by |XL the équivalence class of ~ containing x. An équivalence relation ~ on A* is a congruence iff for ail JC, y e A*, x~y implies uxv ~ uyv for any M, veA*.
Any subset of
The syntactic congruence of a language L is defined as follows: for x, y e A*, x^Ljiffforallw s v eA*(uxv eLiff uyveL). The syntactic semigroup of L is the quotient semigroup A + /= L .
Let Ti be any family of languages. Then r\ M{x\ B) will dénote the smallest family of languages containing r| and closed under concaténation (finite union and complémentation respectively). The dot-depth hierarchy was introduced in [3] . It was proved in [2] that it is infinité if the alphabet has two or more letters. In [4] it was shown that (# 0 , & t , ... ) forms a hierarchy of H-varieties of languages. Therefore, in the rest of the paper we consider languages as subsets of A + . For an excellent and gênerai présentation of problems related to this paper the reader is referred to Brzozowski's survey paper [1] or the above mentioned monograph of Eilenberg [4] .
In [6] Simon conjectured that a language L is in ^x iffits syntactic semigroup S L is finite and there exists an integer n > 0 such that for each idempotent e in S L9 and any éléments a, beS L :
(eaeby eae=(eaeb) n e = ebe{aebe) n .
Simon also proved that Le^1 implies this condition. By an ex^rnple we show that this conjecture fails. We present a necessary and suflïcient condition for a syntactic semigroup to be the syntactic semigroup of a language of dot-depth at most one. We will refer to this as the "dot-depth one" condition. This semigroup characterization gives a décision procedure for testing whether or not a regular language is in & x .
In the proof of this characterization we use a theorem on graphs from [5] . We will say that a language L<=A + is a ~ language, if L is a union of congruence classes of ~. Let I be a language and let S L be its syntactic semigroup. The class [x] = L , as an element of S L , will be also denoted by x, where xeA + . Then x~Ly ifTx=j; in S L .
2. BASIC CONGRUENCE m~k [6] Let k, m be integers, k^l, m^O. By convention x 0 k x -Ç).
For xei* and «^0 defme f n {x) as follows: if |JC| ^w, then f n (x) = x; otherwise f tt (x) is the prefix of x of length n. Similarly, t n {x) = x if | JC| Sn> t n (x) is the suffix of length n of x otherwise. Now, for x y yeA* and Ar^O, m^O we define:
In the case k = 0 we write x m instead x m 0 and m ~ instead m~0 .Ifm=l,we also write T instead x x . 
GRAPHS AND THE INDUCED SYNTACTIC GRAPH CONGRUENCE
First we briefly recall Eilenberg's terminology for graphs [4] , A directed graph G consists of two sets, an alphabet A and a set of vertices V, along with two functions: ot, co : A -> F. Eléments of A are also called edges in this case.
Two letters (or edges) a, b e
the set of ail words ab such that a and b are non-consecutive. Then the set of all paths of G is:
Functions a, <o can be extended to a, <D : We will use this theorem in pro ving the semigroup characterization of languages of dot-depth at most one (J^).
Let^4beafinitealphabet. DefineagraphG k =(F, £, a, a))forA:^Oasfollows: Let P be the set of ail paths in G k , including the empty path over each vertex from K Now, let us define the mapping: recursively as follows:
xâ = x(t k (x), a, t k (xa)).
For A: = 0, by convention A° = {X}. One can verify that the mapping is bijective. It follows from the définition that |x| =k + h, h^O iff \x\ =/Ï. If p is a congruence relation on A* 9 then by p we will dénote the induced congruence on P defined in the following way: for x y y e P, x y y e A k A*, x p y if x, y are coterminal paths and x py. One can verify that p is a graph congruence on P. By the induction assumption:
Hence:
Again by définition: 
=(w, a t t k (wa)).
The converse follows in the similar way. G (w u a u vj, ..., (iv m9 a m , vj)êz m (y) .
Thus, x m W£T B ö;). By symmetry, x M (J0Sx M (x).
Since fk(x)=f k (y)
and / k (. Thus S L satisfies the dot-depth one condition with n~m. It is easy to see that if a syntactic semigroup satisfies the dot-depth one condition, then it also satisfies the condition: there exists an integer n>0 such that for any idempo tent e in S L and any éléments a, b S L : {eaeb) n eae-(eaeb) n e = ebe {aebe) n .
